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Let w(x) be a weight function on ( — 1, 1) and pn(x) the corresponding

orthonormal polynomials [l, p. 25]('). Then

/.

i

pm(x)pn(x)w(x)dx = ômn (m, n = 0, 1, • • • ).
i

The development of a function f(x) defined on this interval takes the form

(1) /(*) ~ £ anPn(x),
0

where

(2) aB = J   Pn(x)f(x)w(x)dx.

The problem I wish to consider is this. Let L„ denote the class of functions

f(x) which are measurable, and for which

/_>*>
(3) I     \f(x)\pw(x)dx < «J.

For what values of p is it true that for all f(x) in Z* we have convergence in

the mean of expansion (1), that is,

(4) /l   I N\f(x) — E anpn(x)
-1   I 0

p

w(x)dx = 0?

The range of values of p depends on the nature of the function w(x). If

w(x) = (l— x2)~112, in which case the pn(x) are the normalized Tchebichef

polynomials, the range is l<p<*x; this follows from M. Riesz' classical

theorem on the mean convergence of Fourier series. Recently I have con-

sidered the problem for w(x) =1, that is, for Legendre series [3]. In this case

the range turns out to be 4/3<£<4, with failure of mean convergence for

some functions in Lp if 1 ̂ £<4/3 or p>4.

The purpose of this paper is to bridge the gap between the two results

by considering the problem for the general weight function w(x) = (1 — x2)x-1/2,
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(') Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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X^O; the corresponding pn(x) are the normalized ultraspherical polynomials

[l]. It will be established (§8) that (4) holds for all f(x) in Uw if

1 1
(5) 2-< p < 2 + —,

X+ 1 A

but not ifl-¿p<2- 1/(X +1) or p >2 + 1/X(2). For X = 0 this is consistent with

Riesz' theorem, for X = 1/2 with my own.

If in (1— x2)x_1/2 we replace x by xX_1/2, and take the limit as X—>°°, the

weight function becomes e~x , and the corresponding polynomials those of

Hermite on (— <», œ). The inequality (5) suggests that in this case p-mean

convergence holds only for p = 2. This, and a similar result for Laguerre series,

will be confirmed by suitable counterexamples.

A large part of the work carries over to more general weight functions

than (1 — x2)x~1/2. We shall therefore first obtain a set of sufficient conditions

on w(x) in order that the property (4) hold for all f(x) in L£. Later it will be

established that if (5) is true, then these conditions are actually fulfilled by

the special weight function.

It is possible to generalize the whole problem by considering distributions

da(x) rather than w(x)dx. Except for p = 2, the more general problem appears

to be very difficult, and the present methods seem to offer little towards its

solution.

1. The hypotheses on w(x). Let p>l be fixed. We shall assume that

w(x) satisfies hypotheses (H1)-(H8) given below. As they stand they are

rather complicated, but are in precisely the form we need. In later sections

a simpler set of conditions, which imply these, will be given.

(Hi) w(x) is integrable and positive almost everywhere;

r1 IIc

J-ioT
, log wix)

(H3) the corresponding orthonormal polynomials pn(x) satisfy the condition

(i - x*yi*w(xyi*\ pn(x)\ sa,

where A is independent of n o,nd x ;

(H4) if (1— x2)_1c7„(x) denotes the polynomials orthonormal with respect to

(1— x2)w(x), then

(1 - x2)-1'4^*)1'2! î«(*)| û A;

(H5) ||w(x)1"-1'2(l - **)-1/4||p < °°;

(H6) ||w(*)1"-1/,'(l - *2)-1/4||p' < °°-

Here p'=p/jp-1) and HgWll^C/'LilgWl'd*)1"'.
(2) Except when X = 0, the end values are in doubt. If X = 0, it is known that the theorem

fails for £ = 1 and p= °°. See, for example, [3]. The theorem was announced by the author,

without proof, in the note [3a].
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(H7)  The kernels

K±(x, y) =

357

((1 - y2)/(l - x2))±1'4(w(y)/w(x))1/2-1'" - 1

have the property that

I.K±(x, y)g(y)dy

belong to Lp( — 1, 1) whenever g(y) does.

It is easy to prove, although we shall not use the fact, that if the preceding

hypotheses are satisfied for some p>l, they are also satisfied when p is re-

placed by p'. This is to be expected in view of the fact that mean convergence

for p implies mean convergence for p' [4, p. 108].

In the following sections we shall prove that if (H1)-(H7) hold, then (4)

is true for all f(x) in Lvw.

2. The partial sums. The kernel kN(x, y) is given by [l, p. 42]

kff(x, y) = E pAx)pn(y) = «AT
pN+i(x)ps(y) - pN(x)pN+i(y)

(2.1)

o x — y

where un = kn/kn+i, and k„>0 is the coefficient of x" in the polynomial p„(x).

The polynomials qn(x) defined in the preceding section are given by(?)

qn(x)   =   (kn/k„+2)ll2{(pn+lpn  ~   Pnpn+l)(pn+2pn+l  ~   pn+lpn+i)}~112

Pn+2(X)       pn+l(x)       Pn(x)

Pn+i Pn+1 Pn

Pn+i Pn+1 Pn

=  Anpn(x)  +  Bnpn+l(x)  + Cnpn+2(x).

We write pn for pn(i) and pn for pn( — 1).

A straightforward computation shows that

«»      Pn+l(x)qn(y)   -  qn(x)pn+l(y)     ,       «n        CB
kn(x, y) =-1--*B+i(x, y),

An X  —   y An     «n+l

so that

kn(x, y) - —- —— { kn(x, y) + pn+i(x)pn+i(y)}
A„   u„+i

un    pn+i(x)qn(y) - qn(x)p„+i(y)

A„ x - y

(3) This formula is contained in [5, pp. 138-139] with some inessential differences, due to

another normalization of the polynomials.
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Hence we have the formula

?.(y)

y

pn+iiy)

y

(Un        C„\_1    Un        Cn
I-T- )-J" pn+l(x)Pn+l(y).

U„+l    A„/       «„+1     A„

Now suppose that/(x) £££,. Then the partial sums sn(f; x) of (1) are given

by f-i kH(x, y)f(y)w(y)dy, so that almost everywhere

,,  n   UnDn     , n f1 wiy)^iy)fiy) ,
Sn(f; x) = —r- pn+i(x) I— -dy

kn(x,  y)   =  (  1-— )      —-   pn+lix)  -
\ MB+1     An/       An X —

/ «n        CnX"1   M„ /)n+l(
-Í1-—j    —- qnix)-

\ Un+1    An/        An X —

An J-1        x - y

w(y)pn+i(y)f(y)UnDn C 1
(2-2) -J^gn{x)

An J -1
dy

x — y

,     „        «n        C„
+ 7J„-— an+i/>n+i(x),

«„+1     ^n

where £>„= (1 — («»/«».fiKCn/i«))"1. The convergence almost everywhere of

the improper integrals, as Cauchy principal values, follows from the fact

that w(x)f(x) is integrable [6, p. 132]. The appearance of an+i in the last term

is explained by the definition (2).

Lemma 2.1. Under the hypotheses of §1 the following are true:

Un Un Cn
lim- = 1, hm-= 1, lim-= — 1.

n—.oo »n-|-i n-»oo An n—.00 An

Lemma 2.2. Under the hypotheses of §1, the coefficients an defined by (2) are

bounded.

Before proving the lemmas we apply them to (2.2). By virtue of (H3),

(H4) and the lemmas

I sn(f; x)\^A

(2.3)

J1 w(y)(
-1        x

w(y)qn(y)f(y)
dy

+ A

y

w(y)pn+i(y)f(y)
M 2M/4     t   \    1/2   f'   "(y)^1(1 — x2)1/4w(x)-1/2 I    -

J -1 x —
dy

y

+ A(l- **)-»/«»(*)-w».

A is a constant independent of w and x.

3. Proofs of the lemmas. To prove Lemma 2.1 we begin with the observa-
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tion that by virtue of (HI) and (H2)

(     1   r'   log w(x)       )
£B~^1/22"exp {- dx}

\     2,rZ_1(l - x2)1'2       )

;an

Now, by (2.1)

(1 - x2)1

This formula can be found in [l, p. 302]. It follows that lim„^0OM„ = l/2.

C»   _   /   Pn Pn \  IPn+2   _  Pn+i\    '

An \pn+l pn+l/\pn+\ Pn+1 /

and

,. = (i.A.+!),„(£ïi_^i)"7^_iy"!.
\Pn+l Pn+l / \pn+l Pn+1 /

The conclusion of the lemma will now follow if we can prove that

(3.1) lim^=l, ItaiSi.-l..
"-"»     pn *-+*>    pn

By [l, p. 46] pn+i/pn>0 and p„+i/p„<0. We shall prove the first part of

(3.1); the second part follows by a similar argument. The £B(x) satisfy a re-

cursion formula [l, p. 41 (3.2.1)]

pn(x)   =   (bnX + Cn)Pn-l(x)  — d„pn-i(x),

where [l, p. 303] bn-^2, cB—»0, dn—*l. Take x = l and let \n=pn/pn-i. Then

Xn = bn + cn ■— ¿B/XB_1.

Since 0<XB<6B+cB, at least for large », the X„ are bounded. Also

dn  =   (bn +  Cn  -   2)\n_l +   (2   -  X„)XB_l.

Hence

(3.2) lim (2 - XB)XB_i = 1.

Then 2— X„ is positive for large ».

We now use the fact that for positive sequences an and bn

lim inf anbn á lim inf an lim sup bn á lim sup anbn.

Then, by (3.2)

1 ^ lim inf (2 — X„) lim sup XB-i á 1,

1 ^ lim sup (2 — X„) lim sup XB_i ̂  1.

It follows that
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(2 — lim sup X„) lim sup X„ = 1,

(2 — lim inf \„) lim inf X„ = 1,

so lim sup X„ = lim inf X„ = lim X„ = 1, as was to be proved.

To prove Lemma 2.2 note that by (2)

¿I-If
I J -i

wVpf. wilp'pn(y)dy s\\wUl,f\\p\\wUp'pn(y)\\p>-

Hence, by (3) and (H3)

|a»| á ¿H»»'»'-»'»(l - y"lYlli\\p'.

Now apply (H6).

4. Norms of the partial sums. We wish to prove next that

(4.1) lim sup || w(x)1,psn(f; x)||p < oo

for all f(x) satisfying (3). According to (2.3), Minkowski's inequality and

(H5)

\w(xyipSn(f;x)\\PèA
t<     *■* 1/4 t vi/. 1/2 f1 wiy)9»iy)fiy) ,(l — x2)-lliw(x)llp-112 \    -dy

J -i        x — y

+ A

+ A,

x — y

<*      «„i / »,« ,„ f1 wiy)Pn+Áy)f(y) ,
(1 — x2)1/4w(x)1/p-1'2 I    -dy

•7-1 x - y

where A is independent of ».

To establish (4.1) it is enough to prove that each of the first two terms on

the right-hand side of (4.2) is bounded in re; call them /„ and /„ respectively.

Now let

An(y) = (1 - y2)-1'4u-(y)1'2?n(y).

According to (H4) these functions are uniformly bounded in w and y. Since

(1 - x2yi*w(xyip~1i2w(y)qn(y)f(y) = w1">(y)f(y)An(y)

we have

In   S  A

(4.2)

+ w

wllp(y)f(y)An(y)

(/I - y2\1i'l/w(y)\1i2-llp       )

çl WUp(y)f(

J_i x — y |lp

II r1 wlh'(y)f(y)An(y) l/l - y2Y/4/w(y)\1/2-1/p       )

l| J -i x — y l\l — x2/    \w(x)/ )
dy
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Since w1,p(y)f(y)A„(y)ELp(-l, 1), the first term on the right is [6, p. 132]

less than or equal to

A\\w\"fAn\\, < A,

in view of the boundedness of .<4B(y). The second term of (4.2) is less than or

equal to

Ifl*' -i
wll'(y) | f(y) | K+(x, y)dy

which is finite, by (H7). Hence Z„ is bounded.

A similar argument applies to Z„. Let

Bn(y) = (l - y'y'Wyytpn+ib).

By (H3), they are uniformly bounded. Now

(1 - x2yi<w(xyip-ll2w(y)Pn+i(y)f(y) = w^p(y)f(y)Bn(y)

(/I - yVl/4/tt'(y)\1/2""1/p      )

The rest of the proof proceeds as for ZB, with the substitution of K-(x, y)

for K+(x,y).

5. The main theorem. We are now in a position to prove the following

theorem.

Theorem 5.1. If w(x) satisfies the hypotheses (H1)-(H7) for some value of

p>l, then (4) is true for all f(x) in Lvw.

sn(f; x) can be regarded as a sequence of linear operators on the space Z^,

normed by ||w1/p/||„. According to (4.1), which we may write

(5.1) lim supÍ   I     \sn(f; x)\pw(x)dx\
n—♦«>      \ %/ _i /

1/p

<   »,

the sequence of operators satisfies the hypotheses of a theorem of Banach

[4, p. 80] from which we can infer the existence of a constant Ap such that

(5.2) | sn(f; x) \"w(x)dx Ú Ap \     \ f(x) \*w(x)dx,

for all / in Z£.

We wish to prove that sn(f; x)—*f, for all/in Zp, convergence being accord-

ing to the norm of Lvw. Now sn(f; x) certainly converges to / for all poly-

nomials f. Hence by (5.2) and another theorem of Banach [4, p. 79] s„(f; x)

converges (in Z£,) for allf. To prove that it actually converges to/, we proceed

as follows. Call the limit g. Then
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lim   I     I s„(f; x) — g(x) \pw(x)dx = 0,
n—»»  of —i

so for each m

lim   I    pm(x){sn(f; x) — g(x)]w(x)dx = 0.
n—*oo  of _i

From the orthogonality of the pm(x) with respect to w(x) it follows that

j   {fix) - g(x)]pm(x)w(x)dx = 0   (m = 0,1,2, ■■■).

Hence f(x)=g(x).
6. Reduction of the hypotheses. We shall now specialize w(x) to the form

(6.1) w(x) = t(x)(l - x)a(l + Xy a à - 1/2, ß è - 1/2,

where t(x) is positive, has a continuous derivative, and

t'(x + h) - t'(x) = 0(ln-2 | h | ) (h -> 0),

uniformly in — 1 áx gl. The class of such to(x) will be denoted by B.

For such a weight function Bernstein [5, pp. 267-268] has shown that the

corresponding pn(x) satisfy (l—x2)1/iw(x)ll2\pn(x)\SA. Obviously (1—x2)

w(x) also belongs to B so that

(1 - x^i'Kl - x2)w(x)}1'2——- ¿ A,
1 — x2

where   qn(x)/(l — x2)   are   the polynomials   orthonormal   with   respect   to

(1— x2)w(x). It follows that w(x) satisfies hypotheses (Hi) through (H4) of

§1-
It is also easy to verify that (H5) and (H6) are satisfied by a function

w(x) in B, provided

(a+ 1     ß+ I) (a+ 1     (3+1)
(6.2) 4 max <•-—, ->   < p < 4min {-, ->.

l2a+3    2Ö+3J (2a+l    2/3 + l)

We illustrate with (H5) ; (H6) can be treated the same way. Since t(x) is

bounded

| w(xyip~1i2(l - x2)-1'4! S A | (1 - x)«d/p-i/2)-i/4(i -j- xy<tip-iM-in\

which belongs to Lp if

?K7-t)-t]>-'' 4s(7-t)-Î]>-1
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or

4(« + 1) 4ÍJ9 + 1)
P<-, p<-

2a + 1 2ß+ Í

We may therefore deduce from Theorem 5.1 the following simpler cri-

terion for mean convergence.

Theorem 6.1. If w(x)(EB, and satisfies (H7) for a value of p in the range

(6.2), then (4) holds for allf(x) in Lpw.

7. A lemma. In order to show that the conditions of Theorem 6.1 are ful-

filled by the special function (1 — x2)x_1/2, X^O, we shall need the following

lemma(4).

Lemma 7.1. If —l<c<l, c<l/p<c + l, p>l and f(x) is a non-negative

function of Lp( — 1, 1), then the function

/.

11 (d - y2)/d - x2))c - i
f(y)dy

x — y

also belongs to Lp( — l, 1).

It is enough to prove that if g(x) ïzO, g(x)£Z"'( — 1, 1), then

(7.1) J*   g(x)dxf    |   •••   \f(y)dy

converges. The expression denoted by the dots is

{(f^)'-'}<x-y)"'
(7.1) can be written

/l      /•! /I   —   72\-l'PP' /l   —   V2\1/PP'

fM\-\-'M\-i«'(Izr)    (j^) dxdy,

which by Holder's inequality for double integrals is less than or equal to

i/j>' •> i/p

The proof of convergence is complete provided the inner integral of each

(4) The lemma is stated in the note [3a] without proof.
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iterated integral is a bounded function. But it is easy to see from the hy-

potheses of the lemma that each inner integral is of the form

/.

11 ((i - /2)/(i - s2)y - ((i - t2)/(i - s2))"
ds,

where 0<a<l, 0<&<1. That such a function is bounded in — Kt<l was

established in [3, §13].

8. The ultraspherical case.  Now let w(x) = (l-x2y~112, X^O.  This is

obviously in the class B. The inequalities (6.2) reduce to

(8.1)
1 1

-< p < 2 + — :
X+ 1 X

since a=/3=X —1/2. In order to establish the mean convergence property (4)

for this range of p, it is enough to verify (H7), for then Theorem 6.1 is

applicable.

Now the kernels of (H7) are for this function w(x)

((l-y2)/(l-x2))«- 1

x — y

where e= ±l/4 + (X-l/2)(l/2-l/p). By Lemma 7.1, (H7) is verified pro-

vided c<l/p<c+l. But this is a consequence of (8.1). Hence we have estab-

lished the following theorem.

Theorem 8.1. Iff(x) is measurable and satisfies the condition

/_
J(x)\"(l - x2y~ll2dx < oo,

where X^O, and 2 —l/(X + l)<p<2 + l/X, then the expansion of f(x) in the

ultraspherical series (6)

<x>/
/(*) ~ E bnPÍ    (X)

converges tof(x) in the weighted pth mean:

lim    f   I/O
<x>,

0 - 22 KK\x)
, 2NX-l/2

(1 - x )       dx = 0.

9. Counterexamples. We shall now show that mean convergence fails for

w(x) = (l-x)x-1/2, X>0, if

1 ^ p < 2 -
I 1

-or    p > 2 -\-
X+ 1 X

(*) For these polynomials, which, apart from constants, can be identified with the Jacobi

polynomials Pna>a){x), a-X-1/2, see [l, p. 80].
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Since 2 — 1/(X + 1) and 2 + 1/X are conjugate, we may confine ourselves to the

first range of p [4, p. 108]. Certainly for such p the function

f(x) = (1 - *)-i/*<m-i> = (1 - x)-«i2-u\ a = \- 1/2,

belongs to Lp.

The expansion of f(x) takes the form

f(x) ~ E anPn'a\x),

where [l, p. 249] for some A >0,

an > An-2'--"'2-3!*''-''-1 = An1'2 (» -> oo).

To show the failure of mean convergence it is enough to establish that

(9.1) lim inf aJ f\l- x2f~1/21 pT"\x) \Pdx\ '" > 0.
n—* » V •/ _ i /

Now, since p^l,

an\\(l - xY-imi'PPr\x)\\P ^ An/2j\l - ¿)™\ Pn""\x) | dx

ZAnVtf1(l-x)a\Pn"*\x)\dx
J o

> A,

by [l, p. 168 (7.34.1)]. From this (9.1) follows, and the proof is complete.

As we stated earlier, except when X = 0\ the status of the values p = 2

— 1/(X + 1), p = 2 + l/\ is in doubt. Analogy with the case X = 0 suggests fail-

ure of the property at these extreme values, but I am unable to confirm this.

10. Hermite and Laguerre series. The Hermitian series of a function

f(x) defined on ( — a>, oo ) takes the form

(10.1) f(x) ~ E *nBn(x)
0

where [l, p. 238]

tr¿f(x)Hn(x)dx.
-CO

We may ask whether the condition

\f(x)\"e-xldx < oo,
-00

f(x) measurable, guarantees that
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(10.3) lim    f °°|/(x) - f>n77n(x)
p
er**dx = 0.

For p = 2 it is known that this is the case, for example because the moment

problem

/oo
x"e

is determined [7, p. 61]. We shall show that if 1 Sp<2 (and hence if p>2)

that (10.3) may fail.

Choose c so that 1/2 <c<l/p, and let/(x) =ec*\ Then (10.2) is satisfied.

To compute the ci„ observe that [l, p. 102 (5.5.7)]

wnHn(x)
dx

00 /»  00 00

22 <*.»" = t~1/2 I     e-(1-c)l2 22

/oo

f    c      w2)

Then

(10.4)

02n+l   —   0,

a2.

We shall prove that

/ c y j^ j_

" " K\l - c)    4« ^!

a" 2 1 I \VPe~x | 77 2„ |p<7x>      = oo,

-00 /

from which the failure of (10.3) follows. We have

e~*21 772„(x) \pdx)        ^ A I     e" *2 | 772n(x) | ¿x

/2x e^1 772n(x) | ¿x

(2»)!   /*2*      .    , . .
^vl——-I      e-1''2! cos \(2n+ l)ll2x] \ dx,

n\       J r

where A is positive [l, p. 194 (8.22.8)]. Combining this with (10.4) yields
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a »                            -, Up      A /    c    \n C2(2n+1)   T
e~x~\ H2n(x)\"dx\      ^ —(-)    I | cos y \ dy.

-oc ; » \1 — c/ J (i„+i)U2T

Now let n—»oo through those values of n for which (2» + l)1/2 is an integer

Nn. Then

A  /    c    \N" r 2N"T                           /    c    \N"
¿>v  ^-(-)     I cos -v \ dy ¡g A I-J    .

Nn\l~cJ       J,,, ' \1   -   C)

Since c>l/2, lim„,00&jvB= oo, and the proof is complete.

For Laguerre series [l, p. 238] a similar result is true for f(x)=eex,

l/2<c<l/p. The details follow the same lines as in the preceding cases,

with the substitution of [l, p. 192 (8.22.1)] for [l, p. 194 (8.22.8)].
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